
AN ANALYSIS OF ADAM SMITHS THEORY OF ECONOMIC GROWTH

Adam Smith's theory of economic growth is at first sight startlingly different from that of Quesnay and the Physiocrats. In
their argument industry produces no.

The second factor responsible for occurrence of stationary state is fall in profits which reduces inducement to
invest further. It is on these grounds that the governments of the developing economies have opted to
intervene and exercise control on such undesirable forms of business activities. Thus, it can be concluded that
wage fund could be raised by increasing the rate of net investment. He opines that natural laws are superior to
law of states. Reprint ed. The production function does not conceive the possibility of diminishing marginal
productivity. The emphasis he laid on the accumulation of capital as fundamental to the development process
finds a place in subsequent theories of development. Adam Smith asserted that division of labour does not
depend merely on technological feasibility, it greatly depends on the extent of the market as well and the size
of market depends on the available stock and the institutional restrictions placed upon both domestic and
international trade. The stationary state is dull, declining, melancholy life is hard in stationary state for
different sections of the society and miserable in declining state. Due to the widespread poverty, the marginal
propensity to consume of people is very high and thus the savings are very low. The idea is that wages tend to
equal to the amount necessary for the subsistence of labourers. The growth is functionally related to rate of
investment. Skinner and Thomas Wilson, London, U. London, U. Division of Labour: A very important
contribution made by Adam Smith to the analysis of the factors that bring about expansion of output is the
division of labour. Adam Smith concentrated upon the social division of labour which emphasized the
co-operation of all for satisfaction of the desires of each. Profits tend to fall as a result of competition among
the capitalists, i. The size of market in these countries is quite small so that the effective demand for goods is
low. The society was regarded to be composed of two classesâ€”the capitalists and the labourers. Demand
price does not reflect relative urgency of demands or wants of different persons in an environment of
inequality. He laid stress on individual freedom in conducting their economic affairs without any obstructions
and restrictions by the Government. Production Function: Adam Smith recognized three factors of production
namely labour, capital and land i. Oxford: Clarendon Press,  Google Scholar Johnston, Bruce F. The policy of
laissez-faire advocated by him is emphasized in the theories propounded by later classical writers. Thus,
though individual capitalists produce goods to make profits for them but in doing so they promote social
welfare though it was no part of their intention. Google Scholar Letiche, J. This goes to improve further the
degree of specialization. Adam Smith regarded labour as father and land as mother. This is because the interest
of land owners is closely related to general interest of the society. Now, given adequate size of market, and
sufficient amount of capital accumulation, division of labour would make its sway in pushing up the level of
productivity. Since the growth is a function of capital, labour, land and technology and land being passive
element is least important. Similarly, his view that development was gradual and cumulative process was
adopted by subsequent economists. As it is, the market economy of developing economies has been distorted
due to the emergence of various kinds of monopolistic elements. Theory of the Location of Industries. But
when the rate of interest falls considerably, the money lenders are unable to lend more in order to earn more to
maintain their standard of living. The Process of Economic Growth. Preview Unable to display preview.
Capital Accumulation: It is the pivot around which the theory of economic development revolves. Saving or
capital accumulation is the starting point of this theory. Industrial revolution was in its inception. Related
posts:. The classical economists also believed in the existence of wage fund.


